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Let E be a Hausdorff locally convex topclogical vector
space (LCS). A map f:E -+-E is said to be Frechet differen-
tiable at Xo E E if there is a continuous (OT even a sequen-
tially continuous, cf. [2]) linear map f' [xo] :E ....E such that
for any bounded set B in E, the limit
lim f(xo+th) - f(xo) - tf' [xo] (h)
t-+-o t o
holds uniformly with respect to h E B.
S. Yamamuro, has obtained ([5], pp.151-153) an attrac-
tively simple characterization of those locally convex spaces
for which the derivative-of-the-inverse theorem holds, by
which we mean the following result:
Suppo~e the one-to-one and onto map f:E -+-E ~~ F~echet
d~66e~ent~able at Xo ~n ~uch a way that f' [xo] ~~ a homeo-
mo~ph~~m. Then ~6 the ~nve~~e map f-1 ~~ cont~nuou~ at
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f(xo)' i~ i~ F4~ehe~ di66e4en~iabte ~he4e wi~h de4ivative
(fl [xo]) -1.
His characterizing condition is the following:
F04 eaeh nutt ~equenee 06 non ze40 eiemen~~ xn ~ 0 in
E ~he4e exi~~~ a ~eata4 ~equenee a 604 whieh ~he ~equeneen
anxn i~ bounded bu~ no~ eonve~gen~ ~o o.
An LCS with this property is said to be baundedty te-
ve~ed. Normed spaces and strict (LB)-spaces are boundedly
levered. It is the purpose of this note to show that members
of some other important classes of locally convex spaces are
not. For basic results and terminology, we refer to [4].
We will be cancerned with a class of spaces which con-
tains all strict (LF)-spaces. An LCS E will be called a
(GS)-space(*) if for each bounded sequence xn in E, the fol-
lowing is true:
Wi~h ~e~pee~ ~o ~he indueed ~opotagy 640m E, ~he
ef.o-6e.d~ub~ paee F ~panned by {x : n = 1,2, ... } has a weak.ty. n
~epa4abte duaf. -6paee F'.
Since the weak topology on E induces the weak topol-
ogy on F, it follows from Smulian's theorem and the fact
that F is closed, that:
(1) 76 E i~ a (GS)-~paee, ~hen eve~y weak.ty Aeta~ively
eoun~ably eompae~ ~et i~ weak.ly ~ela~ively ~equential-
ly eompae.t:.
The following result was essentially obtained in [1].
(2) A (GS)-~paee po~~e~~e~ a bounded ~equenee ~Ranning an
in6inite dimen~ional ~ub~paee i6 and only i6 ~he~e i~ a
(*) After Grunau-~mulian
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null ¢equence xn ~ a 06 nonze~o elemen~~ 06 E wi~h ~he
p~ope~~y ~ha~ 60~ any ¢equence an 06 ¢cala~¢, ~he ¢e~
06 weak. adhe~en~ poin~¢ u6 {anxn : n = 1,2, ... } i¢
ei~he~ {a} o~ i¢ emp~y.
Proof. It is easy to see that a sequence wi th this
property would necessarily have an infinite dimensional
span. On the other hand, suppose a bounded linearly inde-
pendent sequence exists which spans the closed subspace F.
If E is a (GS)-space, we can apply the Hahn-Banach theorem
to obtain a sequence x ~ a in F together with a sequencen .
tm in F' which separates the points of F and satisfies
This sequence has the desired property. (For more details,
see the proof of (3) in [1]) ...
We first investigate weak topologies. Recall that E
is said to be semireflexive if it coincides with the strong
dual of its dual E'. In such a space, the bounded sets are
relatively weakly compact, so a bounded sequence whose only
weak adherent point is a must converge ~eakly to O. Apply-
ing (2), we have:
(3) Le~ E be a ¢emi~e6lexive ¢pace which i¢ a (GS)-¢pace.
Then E wi~h ~he weak. ~opology i¢ boundedly leve~ed i6
an d only i6 ~he bounded se.t:s06 E have 6-i.nitedimeM-wn-
al ¢pan¢.
It follows from the definition that the weak dual of
a barrelled space is semireflexive. So a corollary of (3)
is:
(4) 16 E i¢ a ¢epa~abte LCS which i¢ ba~~etted, then E' with
~he weak. topology 6~om E i¢ boundedty leve~ed i6 and
only i6 ~he bounded ¢e:t¢ in E' have 6ini~e dimen¢ionat
¢pan.¢.
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In one important case, at least, the separability as-
sumption in (4) can be dropped.
(5) 16 E iA a BanaQh ApaQe, then itA weak dual iA boundedly
leve~ed i6 and only i6 E iA 6inite dimenAional.
Proof. If E is infinite dimensional, it follows from
the theorem of [3J that there is a bounded sequence <fln In
E' which is weakly convergent to 0 and satisfies II<pnl[> 0
for some 0 > o. Our assertion follows from this. •
Now, by the obvious device of looking at spaces in
which weakly convergent sequences are strongly convergent,
one can get results for the strong topology. From (3) we
obtain:
(6) 16 the Montel ApaQe E iA a (GS)-ApaQe, it iA boundedly
leve~ed i6 and only i6 the bounded AetA have 6inite di-
menAional ApanA.
The above theorem applies to many of the important
(M)-spaces of analysis.
(7) Let E be an (M) -ApaQe whiQh .cs eithe~ a met~izable ApaQe,
a AtftiQt (LF)-ApaQe on. the A:t~OYlgdual 06 AUQh a Apae-L
Then E iA a (GS)-Apae-e.
Proof. An (FM)-space is separable so its dual is weak-
ly separable. The closed span F of a bounded sequence in a
strict (LF)-space is contained in one of the component
(F)-spaces, which is an (M)-space if E is, and then F is
also an (FM)-space.
Also, a strict inductive limit of separable spaces
is separable, so if the dual of E has an <E' ,E>-admissible
topology of this type, then E has a weakly separable dual,
and so is a (GS) - space. •
If E is a metrizable LCS, it is not difficult to give
a necessary and sufficient condition that E be boundedly
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that ~xqllq
unxn -+ 0 for
levered in terms of the seminorms which determine the topo-
logy. First, we observe that a metrizable space whose topo~
logy is induced by a increasing sequence of seminorms
11·11 q which are not norms cannot be boundedly levered. All
we need do is choose a sequence x of nonzero elements suchn
o for all q to obtain a sequence such that
all scalar sequences an'
(8) A met~~zable LC5, E ~~ boundedly leve~ed ~6 and only ~6
the topology on E ~~ g~~en by an ~ne~ea~~ng ~equenee 06
no~m~, 11'111 ~ ~ '12~"" and, 60!l evetty ~equenee xn ~ntE, the~e i~ a ~ub~equenee ~ 06 Xn ~ueh that 60~ ~ome
po~it~ve integett p
lim inf l:il.P- > 0
n II x~llq
(*)
Proof. Suppose the condition is satisfied. Let xn .....0
be given and let the subsequence x' and the positive inte-n
gers p be such that (*) holds for all q ~ p. For each g,
let 6 denote the value of the inferior limit in (*). Defineq .
un = l/~x~~p' Then unx~ does not converge to 0, but since
for all q >-- p,
holds when n is sufficiently large, it follows that a x' isn n
bounded. It follows that E is boundedly levered.
On the other hand, if E is a countably normed space
in which the condition 'fails, then there is a sequence xn,in E with the property that for a given subsequence xn and
a given p, there is a q > p such that
I xr'Ju~lim inf ~ = O.
n ~x~! q
This would not change if we replaced the sequence xn by a
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sequence ex, so with no loss of generality we can assume
n n
xn .... O.Now suppose the sequence an is such that anxn is bound
ed. Then there is a sequence of positive numbers Mq, q =
1,2, ... , such that Iiax II ~ M holds for all n , Also, given
n n q q
p and a subsequence x' of x there is a q > P such that for
n n






It follows from this that a x ....O Thus E is notn n
boundedly levered. A
We remark that we do not know an example of a non-
normable metrizable LCS which is boundedly levered.
These results may suggest a serious shortcoming in
this generalization of the Fr§chet derivative (cf. also
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